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Abstract
The development of Web technology and the beginning of the Big Data era have led to the development of technologies for extracting data from websites, such as information retrieval (IR) and robotic process automation (RPA) tools. As websites are constantly evolving, it is important to monitor the changes in websites and report them to the developers and testers. Existing monitoring tools mainly use DOM-tree based techniques to detect changes in the new web pages. However, these monitoring tools incorrectly report content-based changes (i.e., web content refreshed every time a web page is retrieved) as the changes that will adversely affect the performance of the IR and RPA tools. This results in false warnings since the IR and RPA tools typically consider these changes as expected and retrieve dynamic data from them. Moreover, these monitoring tools cannot identify GUI widget evolution (e.g., moving a button), and thus cannot help the IR and RPA tools adapt to the evolved widgets (e.g., automatic repair of locators for the evolved widgets). To address the limitations of the existing monitoring tools, we propose an approach, WebEvo, that leverages historic pages to identify the DOM elements whose changes are content-based changes, which can be safely ignored when reporting changes in the new web pages. Furthermore, to identify refactoring changes that preserve semantics and appearances of GUI widgets, WebEvo adapts computer vision (CV) techniques to identify the mappings of the GUI widgets from the old web page to the new web page on an element-by-element basis. Empirical evaluations on 13 real-world websites from 9 popular categories demonstrate the superiority of WebEvo over the existing DOM-tree based detection or whole-page visual comparison in terms of both effectiveness and efficiency.
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1 Introduction
With the development of web technology and the beginning of the Big Data era, websites have become increasingly rich with various types of content, which has led to the development of technologies for extracting data from websites. Several Information Retrieval (IR)
tools are constantly reading data from web pages and using them to power different applications. These tools depend on the location of the data to be extracted on a given web page. The common positioning techniques for elements in web pages include XPath (XML Path Language) positioning [45], CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) selector positioning [46], and other simple positioning techniques based on different attributes. In web applications, the elements on the web pages are often changed due to requirements change or get displaced due to insertion or deletion of other elements. Such changes can cause these positioning techniques to fail to locate the elements to extract data from.

Besides IR tools, robotic process automation (RPA) tools [43] that leverage automated scripts to automate the tasks in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of applications are also gaining attentions from industry [1, 44], and web application testing tools [6] also use automated scripts to verify the proper functioning of web applications. The automated scripts used by web testing and RPA automate manual operations performed on the web application’s GUI, such as sending click events, filling in and submitting forms. Despite their popularity, such automated tasks and tests are prone to failure due to simple structural changes in a web page. Researchers have identified web element locators to be the main reason for the failure of test scripts [18, 41]. Due to changes in a web page structure, elements on a web page can move to different locations within the page or get deleted, which can cause task failures, where the automated tasks fail to deliver their expected results, and test breakages - where the tests raise exceptions that do not reflect the presence of a bug.

As addressing these web application evolution issues by manual maintenance is labor-intensive and time consuming, it is important to develop monitoring tools that can automatically identify the website changes that can potentially stop IR tools and test scripts from functioning properly. Existing monitoring tools [18, 22] mainly adopt DOM-tree based techniques, which detects website changes by analyzing the differences in the DOM structures of the new and the old web pages. Considering only the differences in the DOM of web pages makes the techniques susceptible to high number of false positives, since IR and RPA tools expect some DOM elements to be constantly changed (e.g., changes of weather values) and extract the content from these elements as the new data. Besides DOM-tree based techniques, the state-of-the-art web test repair tool Vista’s [41] also leverages computer vision (CV) techniques to identify changed elements that preserve their appearances in new web pages, and repair test scripts to use the updated locators of the changed elements. However, their adopted template-based matching technique [28, 38] compares the screenshots of whole web pages, which is also prone to false positives since the precision of the technique is greatly affected by background colors and the appearance of other web elements that are close to the changed elements.

Towards developing an automated tool for detecting changes in websites, we identify two technical challenges.

• ① The first challenge is determining the type of changes that can cause IR and RPA tools to break and identifying the changes on a web page. We observe that there are two types of web page changes - content-based changes and semantic structure changes. We define content-based changes as DOM elements whose content being constantly updated based on what a web server delivers to the client browser, such as stock prices, weather, and advertisements. This type of changes are represented as DOM sub-trees rooted in some unchanged elements (e.g., the \texttt{<div> that holds the weathers). As IR and RPA tools typically locate these changes using the unchanged elements, content-based changes usually do not cause task failures. As opposed to content-based changes, semantic structure changes refer to element changes that alter the underlying structure of a web page. Such changes to a web page or parts of a web page are the root cause of element locators failing to find new locations of modified or deleted elements. An illustrated example is in Section 2.

• ② The second challenge relates to using CV techniques to perform visual analysis on the web elements. Sometimes an evolved web page may move a link to a different location (e.g., moving to another \texttt{<div> element) or change the structure and attributes of a textbox (e.g., updating the name attribute) but preserves its semantics and appearance. Such changes often result in the changes of the locators for these elements. It is important to map these changed elements to the original elements in the old web pages, so that IR and RPA tools that operate on the original elements can be automatically fixed by using the mappings. As the structures of the changed elements and the original elements are generally different, DOM-tree based techniques often consider the changed elements as new elements and cannot find the correct mappings. For example, an element that changes its tag from \texttt{<p> to \texttt{<div>} but keeps other attributes intact (i.e., preserving semantics and appearance) will be identified by DOM-tree based techniques as a new element, producing a false positive and a false negative (i.e., not able to detect the tag update).

To address the above challenges, we propose \textsc{WebEvo}, an automated web monitoring tool that detects DOM elements with semantic structure changes. \textsc{WebEvo} first generates candidates for changed elements by comparing the DOM trees of old and new web pages, including identifying new, updated, and deleted elements. To address the challenge ①, \textsc{WebEvo} leverages historic web pages of the old web page to identify the elements whose text and images are different across historic web pages as content-based changes. The content-based changes are then filtered from the candidate changed elements. To address the challenge ②, rather than analyzing the screenshots of whole web pages, \textsc{WebEvo} obtains the screenshots of the changed elements and combines both text similarities and image similarities to identify the mappings between the elements in the old and new web pages. In this way, our fine-grained analysis that compares the screenshots on an element-by-element basis minimizes the noises brought by background images and nearby elements, and the combination of text similarity and image similarity can correctly create mappings even if many elements in the new web page have similar appearances.

\textsc{WebEvo} is evaluated on 13 real-world websites from 9 popular categories [2–4]. For each website, we choose a target web page, an evolved page, and three history pages to detect changed elements. Our results show that \textsc{WebEvo} is highly effective in detecting the changed elements, achieving an average precision of 0.91, an average recall of 0.79, and an average $F_1$ score of 0.84. We also
We compare WebEvo against a DOM-tree based technique [18, 22] and Vista [41], the state-of-the-art visual test repair tool. The results show that WebEvo is significantly more effective than the DOM-tree based technique, which achieves a \( F_1 \) score of 0.50. For the comparison with Vista, we compare the detection precision for only the deleted and the updated elements, excluding the added elements. This is because Vista finds the matched elements in the new web pages for the elements in the old web pages, and thus Vista cannot detect added elements in the new web pages. The comparison results show that Vista achieves a \( F_1 \) score of 0.39, which is much worse than WebEvo’s \( F_1 \) score (0.84). Such results demonstrate the superiority of WebEvo over the state-of-the-art techniques. Finally, we also compare the runtime performance of WebEvo and Vista, and the results show that WebEvo’s analysis time is averagely 42.01% less than Vista’s. This shows that Vista’s visual search on the whole web page requires significantly more time than WebEvo’s element-wise visual search. The tool and the results are available publicly at the project website [39].

Our paper makes the following contributions:

- **WebEvo** is the first technique that filters content-based changes and detects only semantic structure changes for evolving web pages.
- WebEvo includes a novel technique that analyzes historic web pages to detect content-based changes.
- WebEvo includes a novel semantics-based technique that combines both text similarity and image similarity to create mappings for the changed elements in new web pages.
- We curate a valuable dataset from 13 popular web pages with the ground truth of changed elements [39], which can help the community to replicate our research and support future research.
- We conduct an empirical evaluation of WebEvo on the 13 popular websites in identifying changed elements, demonstrating the superiority over the state-of-the-art techniques, DOM-based detection and Vista, in terms of detection accuracy and runtime performance.

2 MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

In this section, we present several examples that motivate the design of WebEvo to detect semantic structure changes, filter content-based changes, and identify mappings in new web pages using semantics-based visual search.

**DOM-based Evolution.** Browsers adopt the HTML Document Object Model (DOM) to organize and render the Graphic User Interfaces (GUIs) of web pages. DOM is based on XML, which represent GUI objects (e.g., buttons, hyper links, and text labels) as XML elements and the relationships among these elements as a tree (i.e., the hierarchy of XML elements). Based on the DOM hierarchy, XPath is used to find the location of any element on a webpage. As web application evolves, the changes of the GUIs will be reflected by the changes in DOM elements and the added/deleted web elements can be identified by analyzing the DOM tree of the web pages. For example, in Figure 1, the old web page of www.w3schools.com at the top contains three hyper links in the banner, where the last link is “EXAMPLES” and its XPath locator is `/html/body/div[4]/div/a[3]`; the new web page at the bottom adds a new hyper link called “EXERCISES”, and its XPath locator is `/html/body/div[4]/div/a[4]`. Consider another example web page of www.imdb.com shown in Figure 2. As shown in the highlighted areas, the new web page contains more social links, which use more images to represent the new links. While more links are used, the XPath for the web element that holds these links remains unchanged, being `/html/body/div[3]/div/div[1]/div[2]/div[2]/ul/li/a[4]`.

**Semantic Structure Changes.** In web pages, many web elements are updated constantly due to different purposes such as weather, stock market indicator, news and advertisements. These changes usually are simple content-based changes, such as news headlines, articles and images being updated, which preserve the semantic structures of the web pages and thus will not cause problems for RPA tools or test scripts. On the other hand, there are changes that can alter the semantics expressed by certain parts of a web page. We refer to this type of changes as semantic structure changes.

Figure 4(a) shows the yahoo finance website from March, 2013, and Figure 4(b) shows the same web page from a few days later, where the contents - headlines, images, exchange rates - have changed but the semantic structure of the web page has remained the same. The content-based changes are highlighted within green rectangles. Finally, Figure 4(c) shows the evolved web page from November, 2013, with the currency ticker moving to the top of the page and being displayed horizontally (shown within the red rectangles), changing the semantics expressed by that part of the web page. Due to this change, a tool monitoring stock prices or exchange rates from the web page may no longer function as intended. Therefore, it is important to detect web element changes that change the semantic structure of a web page.

**Mapping Elements in New Web Pages.** Instead of DOM-based updates, the evolution of web elements may cause the locators of some elements used by RPA tools to be changed. As the DOM structures of these elements can be very different in new web pages, existing techniques [41] adapt CV techniques to detect similar images for detecting such changes. However, considering only images may not be sufficient. For example, in Figure 3, the "LEARN
3 DESIGN OF WEBEVO

3.1 Overview

We illustrate the overview of WebEvo in Figure 5. Our approach consists of two main modules, namely, the Semantic Structure Change Detection module and the Semantic Visual Search module. In the first module, using old and new versions of a web page as inputs, we detect all changed web elements, then filter out content-based changes and output semantic structure changes. This module first performs DOM-tree based Change Detection by comparing the DOM trees of two pages to find content-based changes and structural changes. Then the detected changes are further pruned via our History-based Semantic Structure Change Detection technique to output only semantic structure changes. Finally, these detected changes are used as input to our semantics-based visual search module, which performs element-wise semantics comparison through both text and image similarities to identify whether any elements in the new web pages can be mapped to the changed elements in the old web pages. Based on these detected changed elements, WebEvo provides the suggestions for making appropriate code modification for IR and RPA tools.

3.2 Semantic Structure Change Detection

Our goal is to find semantic structure changes occurring between different versions of a web page as shown in Figure 4. WebEvo performs a two-step detection: DOM-tree Based Change Detection and History-based Semantic Structure Change Detection. The first step identifies corresponding subtrees between two versions of a web page to detect content-based changes and DOM-structure changes by comparing web element attributes. To filter out content-based changes, the second step utilizes a novel history-based technique to prune the content-based changes from the output of the previous step to preserve only semantic structure changes.

According to the functions of web pages, we divide them into two categories: content display category and content submission category. For both types of web pages, we extract the DOM tree of a old and new versions of a web page using the HTMLCleaner tool. The two DOM trees and the part to be detected in the form of XPath are given to the DOM-tree based change detection module as input.

3.2.1 DOM-tree Based Change detection. This module detects whether a part of the web page has changed by comparing the attributes and the structure of the corresponding DOM-trees. Given two DOM trees $T$ and $T'$, to determine how the structure of $T$ has changed with respect to $T'$, WebEvo adapts the idea of Levenshtein Edit Distance [37] to identify the minimum element changes that can convert $T$ to $T'$, where an element change can be adding, deleting, or updating a node. The definitions for adding and deleting changes are straightforward: When an element $e$ in $T$ cannot be found in
Algorithm 1: DOM-Tree Comparison

Input: DOM-Tree $t$, DOM-Tree $t'$

Output: Changed Elements $C_d$

1. $e = t$.get("/body"), $e' = t'$.get("/body"), $C_d = []$;
2. $TreeDiff(e, e', C_d)$;
3. return $C_d$;

Function $TreeDiff(Node, Node', C_d)$

5. map = $EditDist(e$.children, $e'$.children);
6. for pair ∈ map, updates do
7. $C_d$.add(pair, 'update'); // identified updated changes
8. $TreeDiff(pair[0], pair[1], C_d)$; // recursive checks
9. $C_d$.add(map.adds, 'add'), c.add(map.deletes, 'delete');

$T'$, $e$ is considered as a deleting change; when an element $e'$ in $T'$ cannot be found in $T$, $e'$ is considered as an adding change. Detecting update changes requires more checks on the attributes, since an updated element that has the same ID attributes (i.e., $id, class, tag$) and is dissimilar to the element in the old web page (i.e., preserving only a few attributes) usually represents new semantics, very likely to causes RPA tools or test scripts to fail. Based on the empirical observations, when an element is updated in the new web page, its ID attributes (i.e., $id, class, tag$) are often preserved\(^1\), and most of its child nodes are still the same. Thus, Webevo considers an element $e$ as a candidate for an update change only if it can find another element that shares $e$'s ID attributes and have similar child nodes; otherwise, $e$ is considered a deleted node that cannot be found in the new web page.

Algorithm 1 shows how Webevo compares two DOM trees $T$ and $T'$. Webevo first extracts the $body$ elements (i.e., $e$ and $e'$) from both the trees, and uses the recursive function $TreeDiff$ to compute the changes for the subtrees rooted at $e$ and $e'$ (Lines 1-3). $TreeDiff$ computes the minimum changes that can convert the child elements of $e$ to the child elements of $e'$ using the Levenshtein Edit Distance. Here, a child node of $e$ is considered to be identical with a child node of $e'$ if one of three ID attributes (id, class, and tag) of $e$ and $e'$ have identical values. By applying the edit distance algorithm based on this change definition, Webevo identifies the matched nodes from the child nodes of $e$ to the child nodes of $e'$. For each pair $(n, n')$ of the matched nodes, if (1) $n$ and $n'$ has only one ID attribute that has the same values and (2) the tag names of $n$'s child nodes and $n'$'s child nodes have more than 30% different values, then $n$ and $n'$ are considered not similar enough, and a corresponding adding or a deleting change is reported. Otherwise, an update change is reported for the attributes of $n$ and $n'$ if any (Line 7), and a recursive call of $TreeDiff$ is invoked to identify changes of the child nodes of $n$ and $n'$ (Line 8). For certain child nodes of $e$, if Webevo fails to find the matched nodes from $e'$'s child nodes, Webevo reports these child nodes of $e$ as adding changes and deleting changes correspondingly (Line 9).

3.2.2 History-Based Semantic Structure Change Detection. Due to the constantly evolving dynamic web content, the DOM-tree based change detection alone cannot differentiate between content-based changes and semantic structure changes, and its detection results $C_d$ contains both content-based and semantic structural changes. Thus, we design the history-based semantic structure change to detect the content-based changes ($C_c$) and output only semantic structure changes ($C_d - C_c$).

Differentiating content-based changes from semantic structure changes is a challenging task. The indicators of semantic structure are different from one web page to another. For example, in Figure 4(a), both the Strings “Name” and “+0.10%” are text elements in DOM. But the change from “Name” to “Code” is regarded as a semantic structure change of the web page (because the type of information under “Name” is different from the type of information under “Price”), while the change from “+0.10%” to “-0.02%” is considered as a content-based change.

To address this challenge, we leverage an important insight that the history of the web page can reflect which elements of the web page present the structural information. Specifically, the structural elements of a web page usually remain unchanged across multiple versions of the web page within a relatively short time span (e.g., one or two days). For example, Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) show two versions of a web page. The structural elements such as “Currencies” and “Name” remain unchanged while content elements such as currency exchange rates change frequently. Based on this information, this module is able to detect the elements whose contents (i.e., text and images) change constantly across historic pages.

Algorithm 2 shows the details on detecting content-based changes using historic web pages. The algorithm receives the DOM tree of a web page $t$ and the DOM trees of its historic web pages $H$ as input, and compares $t$ with each DOM tree $h$ from $H$. The algorithm starts the comparison from the body elements of $t$ and $h$ (Lines 1-3). It invokes the function $findMatchedNodes$ to find all the matched nodes from $t$ and $h$ (Line 4): for each pair of matched nodes, the two

\(^1\)In our evaluation dataset, ~ 98% of the updated elements preserve the ID attributes.
subtrees rooted at the matched nodes must have the same structure and all nodes should have the same tag names. For the unmatched nodes in $t$, they are considered as content-based changes (Line 5). For each pair of matched nodes, the algorithm invokes the function $findChanged$ to check whether the matched nodes have the same texts and the same image urls; if not, a content-based change is reported (Line 7). Note that $findChanged$ performs the search recursively on the child nodes of each matched nodes as well.

Finally, WebEvo combines the information from the steps of text analysis and graphical element analysis as features to map the old web page and the new web page. Using the features, WebEvo computes the similarity scores between two elements of a web page. Based on the similarity scores, the elements having the highest similarity are chosen for internal structure analysis to identify content-based changes.

### 3.3 Semantics-based Visual Search

As illustrated in Section 2, changed elements may update their locations in the web pages but preserve their semantics and appearance. If these elements are not correctly identified, they will be considered as deleted elements in the old web page and new elements in the new web page, losing the opportunities to fix IR and RPA tools. To address this problem, WebEvo computes both text similarity and image similarity of the elements in both the old and the new web pages to identify such changed elements.

**Semantics-Based Element Mapping.** Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm for semantics-based visual search. The algorithm accepts as input, $C_e$, the output from the semantic structure change detection module (i.e., $C_e = C_c - C_d$). For each detected changed element $e$, the algorithm aims to find an element in the candidate elements $C_c$ in the new web page that has similar content as $e$’s content. The candidate elements are obtained from all the elements in the new web page, such as `<div>`, `<h1>` and `<p>`. As a web element may or may not have text content (Line 1), the algorithm first checks whether the element has text content, and directly computes image similarity for the elements without text content (Lines 11-15). Next, the algorithm computes the text similarity using Levenshtein Edit Distance [37] for each candidate element and sort them using a max heap (Lines 3-5). While synonyms based on Wordnet [19] may be used, they are less effective when an element’s text contains phrases or sentences, while Levenshtein distance is effective in detecting simple word updates and even sentence updates. The text similarity ensures that the algorithm prioritizes the elements with higher text similarities when comparing image similarity. For example, in Figure 6, the target web element is on the left, which is the “LEARN SQL” section, and two candidate elements are shown on the right. The text similarity between the target element and the “Candidate 1” is 0.77, and the similarity for the “Candidate 2” is 0.33. Thus, “Candidate 1” will have a higher priority for image comparison. Finally, the algorithm pops the candidate elements from the max heap, and computes image similarity to detect matching element that has high content similarity (Lines 6-10).

**Image Similarity of Element Screenshots.** The image similarity between elements can be influenced by many factors, such as size, background color and other elements in the web pages. Existing techniques, such as VISTA [41], takes the screenshot of the entire web page and applies template matching [42] for finding similar elements. However, such techniques are easily affected by background colors and the images of other elements that are close to the candidate elements. To address this problem, our algorithm takes the screenshots of the elements for computing image similarity, rather than using template matching to search the screenshot of the whole web page. Algorithm 4 shows the detailed steps of the image similarity computation.

#### Algorithm 3: Semantics-based Element Mapping

Input: Target Element $e$, Candidate Elements $C_c$

Output: Matched Element $e'$

1. $e' = e.get("/body")$;
2. for $h \in H$ do
3.   $e' = h.get("/body")$;
4.   $P, U = findMatchedNodes(e, e')$;
5.   $C_e.addAll(U)$; // record unmatched nodes
6.   for $p \in P$ do
7.     $findChanged(p[0], p[1], C_e)$; // recursive search
8. return $C_e$;
Algorithm 4: Image Similarity

Input: Element $e$, Element $e'$
Output: true/false
1. $original = getPicSim(e, e')$;
2. if $original >= threshold_i$ then
   return true; // return if original images can match
3. else
   greyScale(e); // convert e to greyscale
   greyScale(e'); // convert e’ to greyscale
   $grey = getPicSim(e, e')$;
   if $grey >= threshold_i$ then
      return true; // if images can match after greyscale
   else
      invertColor(e'); // invert the colors of e'
      if $getPicSim(e, e') > threshold_i$ then
         return true; // images can match after inversion
   return false; // cases above all fails

Given two elements $e$ and $e'$, the image similarity is mainly computed using image hashing techniques that compute hash values for the pixels, convert the hash values into bit sequences, and compare the similarity of the bit sequences [23, 27] (Line 1). If the similarity is above the threshold $threshold_i$, then a matching element is found (Lines 2-3). If not, then the algorithm applies image mutation and recompute the similarities (Lines 4-14). The reason is that images in web pages may involve updates on colors, WebEvo adopts existing image mutation techniques, i.e., grey scale conversion (Lines 5-10) and color inversion [42] (Lines 11-13), to mitigate the color evolution problem. For some elements, grey scale conversion may not be effective to improve similarity computation. As these elements use black and grey colors, grey scale conversion will not help. To address this problem, WebEvo applies color inversion (Line 11) to invert the colors of the element and compute the similarity on the mutated image.

4 EVALUATION

We implement WebEvo upon Selenium [6] to locate web elements and take screenshots of web elements, and upon OpenCV [42] to mutate the collected screenshots and compute image similarity. The versions of the Google Chrome browser and the Chrome Driver [9] used for the semantics-based visual search module are 90.0.4430.93 and 90.0.4430.24, respectively. The evaluations are conducted on a Macbook Pro with a Dual-Core Intel Core i5 processor (2.3GHz) and 16 GB RAM.

We evaluate WebEvo on the web pages of 13 real-world web applications for identifying changed elements. Specifically, we aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1:** How effective is WebEvo in identifying changed elements in web pages, compared to the state-of-the-art visual web repair approach, Vista [41]?
- **RQ2:** How effective can the changed content identification and semantics-based visual search be in improving WebEvo’s effectiveness?
- **RQ3:** What is the runtime performance of WebEvo, compared to Vista?
- **RQ4:** How effective is WebEvo in detecting changed elements that affect RPA and IR tools?

### 4.1 Subjects and Evaluation Setup

We collect popular web pages from the representative web applications in most popular categories [2–4] (e.g., e-commerce, entertainment, business, and job) as our evaluation subjects. These websites provide daily services to meet various needs of users and have great values for RPA tools to automate the process in these websites. For each chosen web application, we aim to collect a target page, an evolved page, and three historic pages to detect changed elements. We downloaded these web pages from Wayback Machine [7], which archives the historic web pages of popular websites. Note that we included only the complete web pages in our evaluations, as incomplete web pages with missing images will introduce noises to the visual search module. To ensure that the collected web pages will have substantial amount of changed elements for evaluations, we select web applications to collect web pages based on two rules.
First, the web applications should be popular and their web pages should contain a large number of elements. This will rule out simple web pages with a few web elements such as www.google.com. Second, for the web pages on different dates, there should be at least 20 changed elements that belong to different element types (e.g., `<b>` and `<div>`). As redesigning a whole web site requires users to spend more efforts in using the new web site, web sites do not tend to revamp the whole web site within a short period, but adopt a lightweight and progressive approach to upgrade the web sites [5, 8]. Thus, for each web site, we choose a target web page at a date and an evolved web page at a later date, and the average differences between these two dates are more than 2 years to ensure that there are enough changed elements between the target web page and the evolved web page.

In total, we obtain 13 websites whose changed elements are above 20. For each web page, we used Chrome browser’s extension GoFullPage [10] to capture the screenshot of the whole page, which can be used for changed element detection. Table 1 shows the details of the web applications and the collected web pages for the real-world dataset. Column "Website" shows the web sites from which we collect the web pages and Column "Category" shows which world dataset. Column "Website" shows the web sites from which we collect the web pages and Column "<Category>" shows the categories of the web sites belong to. Column "# Elements" shows the number of web elements (e.g., `<b>` and `<div>`) for a page and Column "LOC" shows the lines of HTML code in the page. Column "Collected Date" shows the dates for the collected history pages, target pages, and the evolved pages.

**Ground Truth of The Changed Elements.** For each web page of the collected web application, we perform a two-step inspection:

① first applied the DOM-tree based detection of WebEvo on both the target web pages and the evolved web pages to identify the changed elements, and then manually inspected both the DOM trees of the target and the evolved web pages using the browser’s inspector tool to confirm whether the changed elements are indeed changed in the new web page. We excluded the popped up elements as Selenium cannot capture their screenshots, and thus they cannot be analyzed by the visual search module. ② as the DOM-tree based detection may miss some changed elements, we further render the target and the evolved web pages and manually inspect each element of the target web page to confirm whether they are changed in the new web page. By combining the results of ① and ②, we can obtain the ground truth of the changed elements for each collected web application.

**Evaluation Metrics.** To measure the effectiveness of WebEvo, we compute the precision, recall, and $F_1$ values for the detected changed elements. A changed element can be a new element, a deleted element, or an updated element. For each reported detected changed element, we manually compare it with the ground truth to confirm whether it is a true positive (TP); otherwise, it is considered as a false positive (FP). In particular, for a changed element, we also verify the detected mapping; if the mapping is incorrect, we will consider it as a FP. If an element does not change and WebEvo does not report it as an changed element, then it is considered as a true negative (TN); otherwise, if an element changes and WebEvo misses it, it is considered as false negative (FN). Based on these values, we compute the precision using \( \frac{TP}{TP + FP} \), the recall using \( \frac{TP}{TP + FN} \), and the $F_1$ score using \( 2 \times \frac{\text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}} \).

### 4.2 RQ1 Overall Effectiveness

We compared WebEvo with DOM-tree based detection, and VISTA [41], a state-of-the-art visual web repair approach that automatically fixes web tests by finding changed elements. We implemented a DOM-tree based detection tool based on the algorithm described in Section 3.2.1. This detection tool adopts the same idea as the existing work [18, 22], which compares the attributes and the structures of DOM trees to detect changed elements. As VISTA provides a released tool, we directly used it for comparison. We applied the DOM-tree based detection tool, VISTA, and WebEvo on the 13 websites and compare their effectiveness. We compare WebEvo with the DOM-tree based detection tool in detecting the changed, detected, and updated elements. Note that VISTA receives a locator (i.e., an XPath) in the target web page as input and cannot effectively detect new elements in the evolved page, since the locators of the new elements only exist in the evolved web page. Also, VISTA cannot detect...
content-based changes as it lacks the capabilities to analyze historic web pages. For fair comparison, we compare WebEvo with Vista in detecting only the deleted and the updated elements without the detected content-based changes.

**Comparison with DOM-based Detection.** Table 3 shows the comparison results of WebEvo and the DOM-tree based detection tool, and Table 2 shows the comparison results of WebEvo and Vista. Overall, WebEvo effectively identifies changed elements in the websites with high precision (0.91), recall (0.79), and F1 values (0.84), while the DOM-tree based detection tool achieves low precision (0.40), recall (0.73), and F1 values (0.50). That is, WebEvo achieves a significant improvement (68.0% for F1 score) over the DOM-tree based detection tool. These results demonstrate that by combining DOM-tree based detection and semantics-based visual search, WebEvo effectively identifies not only new or deleted elements, but also updated elements that have property or location changes.

**Comparison with Vista.** Compared with Vista, we can see that WebEvo is able to achieve 0.91 precision while Vista achieves only a 0.47 precision on the deleted and updated elements. On average, Vista achieves a F1 score of 0.39, which is significantly worse than WebEvo (0.84). The main reason is that Vista considers only the screenshots when doing visual search, while WebEvo considers both text content and image content. For example, Figure 7 shows the top navigation bar of “w3school”, where the appearances of texts in the navigator bar are changed in the new web page. As all the menu items in the navigator bar share the similar looks, Vista fails to find any matched element. When WebEvo is applied on this example, WebEvo considers both text and image similarities, and is able to correctly identify the changed element (i.e., correctly mapping the “TUTORIALS” menu items in the new web page).

**FPs and FNs.** Next, we describe scenarios where WebEvo produces false positives and false negatives. The main reason for the false positives is that when there are multiple similar web elements in the evolved page, WebEvo may identify an incorrect mapping for the target element. Figure 8 shows an example evolved web page that contains two similar “Web Certificate” elements. When WebEvo is applied to detect the mapping for the “Web Certificate” element in the target page, it incorrectly identifies the “Web Certificate” element at the bottom due to their same text contents and similar appearances. The false negatives are mainly caused by the changed elements that have no text content and changed the appearance substantially. For example, in Figure 1, the logo of “w3school” is an image web element without text property in the target page. However, the logo in the evolved web page has been changed to a text element with a new CSS style. Since the “w3school” element has no text content, WebEvo directly computes the image similarity and fails to identify the changed element. Similarly, Vista also fails to detect such mapping due to the appearance change of the element.

### 4.3 RQ2 WebEvo’s Novel Techniques

To evaluate the effectiveness of changed element detection and semantics-based visual search, we compare the detected changed elements for the web pages with and without using the semantics-based visual search. The results are shown in Table 3. Column “# Changed Elements” shows the number of changed element for each target page of the web applications. Column “WebEvo w/o visual search” shows the precision, recall, and F1 values without using semantics-based visual search. As we can see, the precision, recall, and F1 values drop to 0.58, 0.72, and 0.64 without using semantics-based visual search. That is, semantics-based visual search achieves 31.3% improvement for the F1 score, which is a substantial improvement. Also, on average there are 40 detected content-based changes for each web page, which are related to weather, advertisement, news, and so on. Without filtering these content-based changes, the precision of the detected changed elements will further drop to 0.40 from 0.58, which demonstrates the effectiveness of detecting content-based changes.

### 4.4 RQ3 Runtime Performance

We measure the runtime performance of WebEvo and compare with Vista. As DOM-tree based analysis and history-based semantic structure change detection require only a few seconds to run, we mainly compare the runtime performance of both tools’ visual analysis. Table 4 shows the average analysis time for each changed element in our evaluations. On average, to finish the analysis, WebEvo requires 42.01% less time than Vista (37.04s vs. 63.92s). Also, WebEvo is more efficient than Vista in every website. This shows that applying CV techniques to compare whole web pages require significantly more time than element-by-element comparison.

### 4.5 RQ4 Detecting RPA and IR Breakages

We evaluate the effectiveness WebEvo to detect web change elements that can prevent RPA and IR bots from executing their tasks.
Table 3: Effectiveness results of WebEvo’s techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>DOM-based Detection</th>
<th># Content-based Changes</th>
<th>WebEvo w/o visual search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Found</td>
<td>Prec.</td>
<td>Rec.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.w3schools.com">www.w3schools.com</a></td>
<td>229</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.foodnetwork.com">www.foodnetwork.com</a></td>
<td>162</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music.douban.com</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beijing.douban.com</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book.douban.com</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie.douban.com</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.amazon.com">www.amazon.com</a></td>
<td>149</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.apple.com">www.apple.com</a></td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.classdojo.com">www.classdojo.com</a></td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.homedepot.com">www.homedepot.com</a></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.linkedin.com">www.linkedin.com</a></td>
<td>68</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.usps.com">www.usps.com</a></td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.xfinity.com">www.xfinity.com</a></td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>107</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Runtime Performance (seconds)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web App</th>
<th>WebEvo</th>
<th>Vista</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.w3schools.com">www.w3schools.com</a></td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>67.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.foodnetwork.com">www.foodnetwork.com</a></td>
<td>52.50</td>
<td>52.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music.douban.com</td>
<td>33.46</td>
<td>35.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beijing.douban.com</td>
<td>63.15</td>
<td>107.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book.douban.com</td>
<td>96.36</td>
<td>122.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie.douban.com</td>
<td>71.18</td>
<td>72.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.amazon.com">www.amazon.com</a></td>
<td>55.75</td>
<td>73.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.apple.com">www.apple.com</a></td>
<td>12.77</td>
<td>46.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.classdojo.com">www.classdojo.com</a></td>
<td>16.80</td>
<td>77.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.homedepot.com">www.homedepot.com</a></td>
<td>20.00</td>
<td>43.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.linkedin.com">www.linkedin.com</a></td>
<td>12.17</td>
<td>43.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.usps.com">www.usps.com</a></td>
<td>13.95</td>
<td>62.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.xfinity.com">www.xfinity.com</a></td>
<td>16.07</td>
<td>23.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td>37.04</td>
<td>63.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For different types of elements, we base our evaluation on determining the percentage of changed elements that are detected. Table 5 lists 11 websites where we found element changes through manual inspection that could break RPA and IR tools. For each website, we noted how many element changes were detected by WebEvo for each element type that were changed, categorized by breakage type. Combining all the changed elements across all the websites with RPA breakages, WebEvo detected 65% of the changes. For IR breakages, WebEvo detected 100% of the changes. Most undetected changes can be attributed to WebEvo’s detection not being granular enough. One such example is shown in Fig 9, where two `<a>` elements (within red rectangles) have changed, but instead of detecting those two changes, WebEvo reports the container `<div>` (green rectangle) element as changed.

5 DISCUSSION

Content-based Changes. WebEvo detects content-based changes by checking the texts and images across historic web pages. Our evaluation shows the effectiveness of the detection and how it reduces the false positives of WebEvo. However, it is possible that some websites rename image files, give the same file names to different images, or use same texts for a couple of days in the content retrieved from web servers, which will cause WebEvo to produce false positives and false negatives. Even though we mitigate such issue by collecting historic web pages within a period, this issue can be further addressed by employing CV techniques to further compare the image similarity and checking more attributes when the text remains the same. Alternatively, if we can obtain the server code, which is not the assumption for this work, we may perform static analysis to identify elements whose contents are constantly changed based on the server output.

Semantics-based Visual Search. Our semantics-based visual search adopts the string similarity based on the Levenshtein distance and the image similarity based on fingerprint to identify the mappings for changed elements in new web pages. While the evaluations show promising results for this approach, the string similarity may miss synonyms that have low string similarity but high semantic similarity. This may be improved by combining string similarity with semantic similarity such as sentence similarity [11, 26] or semantic patterns [36, 40, 48]. WebEvo computes image similarity by hashing images into bit sequences and computing the similarities of the bit sequences [23, 27]. This may not always produce desirable results due to the limitations of the hashing functions and may be improved by using object recognition such as SIFT/FAST [28, 29, 38]. Additionally, the synergy of string similarity and image similarity...
Table 5: Performance of WebEvo in detecting RPA and IR breakages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Breakage Type</th>
<th>Changed Element(s)</th>
<th>Number of Changes (Per Element)</th>
<th>Number of Detected Changes (Per Element)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.amazon.com">www.amazon.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;a&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.classdojo.com">www.classdojo.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt; / &lt;a&gt;</td>
<td>1 / 2</td>
<td>1 / 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.xfinity.com">www.xfinity.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.usps.com">www.usps.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt; / &lt;a&gt; / &lt;ul&gt;</td>
<td>3 / 1 / 1</td>
<td>3 / 1 / 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>music.douban.com</td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.homedepot.com">www.homedepot.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.foodnetwork.com">www.foodnetwork.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;li&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>beijing.douban.com</td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;a&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.linkedin.com">www.linkedin.com</a></td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>&lt;section&gt; / &lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>1 / 3</td>
<td>1 / 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>movie.douban.com</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book.douban.com</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>&lt;div&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 RELATED WORK

Web Test Repair. WATER [18] runs a web test, collects the DOM properties about the test breakages, and computes the similarity of the DOM properties for web elements to repair the tests. Built upon WATER, WATERFALL [22] repairs test breakages in the intermediate minor versions between two major releases of a web application. By using CV techniques, VISTA [41] achieves better performance than WATER in repairing web tests. While WebEvo also uses CV techniques, WebEvo uses a finer grained visual information (i.e., the screenshot of an element versus the screenshot of the whole web page) and text semantics to improve the visual search of web elements, and our evaluations have shown the superiority of WebEvo over VISTA.

Web Application Repair. Besides changes due to web application evolution, there are other unexpected changes of web elements that may cause problems. Mahajan et al. [31] propose automated repair techniques to address presentation changes when using different browsers. Their later work [12, 30, 32] also propose repair techniques to address mobile-friendly problems and internationalization problems in web applications. Cassius [33] and its extension VizAssert [34] provide an extensible framework for reasoning about web pages’ layout and can be used to repair faulty CSS in web applications. While these repair techniques are related to WebEvo in terms of detecting inconsistent web elements across different web pages, WebEvo focuses on detecting changed elements (i.e., new, deleted, and updated elements) and these techniques focus on the same web elements that have unexpected presentations under different settings.

CV Techniques for Software Engineering Tasks. REMAUI [33] adapts CV techniques for reverse engineering UIs of mobile apps. Sikuli [15, 50] identifies and controls UI components for automating UI testing via image recognition. WebDiff [17] and XPERT [16] identify visual differences using CV techniques, aim to detect cross browser rendering issues. IconIntent [49] collects a set of icons that represent sensitive data and uses CV techniques to determine whether the icons used by UI widgets are similar to the collected sensitive icons in Android apps. Besides CV techniques, WebEvo analyses web pages collected at different timestamps to identify changed contents, and further applies text similarity to choose candidate web element for finding the mappings across different versions of the web pages.

DOM Tree-based Web App Analysis. The DOM structure-based methods typically parse the target and the evolved web page into a DOM tree and then uses an algorithm to calculate the similarity between the trees to find the subtree in the evolved version of the DOM tree that is closest to the target subtree structure of the target version. Flesca et. al. proposed a subtree similarity comparison approach using a bipartite graph based maximum matching algorithm [20]. A node signature comparison algorithm to find textual changes in the DOM trees of the target and evolved web pages is presented in [24]. However, the general complexity of the tree similarity calculation method is relatively high and the overall performance is not high under the trend of increasingly complicated web pages. The results obtained based on only DOM information are also not accurate.

Machine Learning-based Web App Analysis. Machine learning based approaches extract the characteristics of web pages by analyzing a large number of web pages to classify various web pages.
Each category of web pages is considered to have a similar data extraction method. Through this machine learning method, when the page changes, only a new analysis of the new version of the web page is required to automatically generate a new data extraction tool. Borgolte et al. presented an approach combining DOM-based comparison and clustering techniques to detect relevant changes on web pages [13]. However, machine learning approaches require the support of a large amount of data and have high requirements on the computational power of the device.

7 CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel framework, WebEvo, for monitoring web element changes that can break IR tools and web test scripts. Our tool performs DOM-based comparison between old and new versions of a web page and carries out novel non-content change detection using semantic and graphical analysis to filter out irrelevant changes and finally, a novel semantics-based visual search technique is used to refine the detected changes. We showed WebEvo’s practicality by evaluating our approach on datasets constructed from popular real-world websites and demonstrating substantially better detection and runtime performances. We also showed how WebEvo can detect breakages for IR and RPA tools.
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